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Abstract: Immersive virtual reality allows showing people virtual environments with high levels
of presence, realism, and “feeling of being”, as if they were in the real world. With this aim,
virtual environments must provide proper light distributions and elicit sensations similar to those
seen in the real world. So far, experiments with human subjects are the most effective way to
evaluate the accuracy of virtual reality in reproducing real spaces. This paper investigates the role of
subjective assessments in lighting research using virtual reality. According to the review results, the
investigations aimed at using immersive virtual reality for lighting can mainly be divided into three
groups: (i) comparison between virtual and physical environments, (ii) analysis of different lighting
scenarios, and (iii) investigation of users’ interaction with the virtual model. On the one hand, the
results show that immersive virtual reality is a useful tool for research and design in lighting. On the
other hand, they highlight the limitations that still need to be overcome. Finally, the main findings
and gaps concerning the subjective assessment were listed.

Keywords: virtual reality; subjective surveys; lighting; daylighting; human preferences; question-
naires; HDR; Radiance; tone mapping

1. Introduction

The changes in social and working habits and needs led people to spend more and
more time inside buildings, making it mandatory to guarantee human-centered environ-
ments, especially considering that indoor conditions strongly affect users’ satisfaction,
health, and performance. Among the parameters influencing indoor quality, lighting and
daylight can be regarded as the two most affecting people’s moods. Much research has
underlined the strong impact of light conditions on humans’ well-being, task performance,
and satisfaction [1–4]. In this scenario, investigation methods that allow considering both
objective and subjective factors, placing human behavior at the core of the design process,
are preferred [5–9]. This has prompted many researchers to investigate the effects of light
on people, often using full-scale test rooms or living labs [10–12]. The use of physical
spaces ensures the faithful reproduction of stimuli that people are used to perceiving and
recognizing. Despite this, field investigations are costly and time-consuming [13]. For
this reason, alternative, cheaper, less time-consuming, but equally reliable tools have been
proposed in recent years.

In this scenario, immersive virtual reality (IVR) has been considered the most powerful
tool offering immersive virtual spaces, allowing the end-users to have the perception of
the first person in the scenes. As a result, IVR has sparked much interest in the scientific
community for lighting design as well. Nevertheless, before IVR can be fully used for
lighting design and research, virtual environments have to ensure a suitable reproduction
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of the real world. Validating virtual reality in its lighting applications requires achieving
satisfying outcomes in the simulation of a visual world that is as accurate as the real one.
However, such validation could be far-reaching, considering the aspects that still need
to be thoroughly investigated, as well as limitations in the hardware and software for
IVR [14–17]. Despite this, more and more researchers have highlighted the possibility of
utilizing IVR for lighting design and research if the virtual model shown to participants
provides a “suitable reproduction” of reality.

1.1. Virtual Reality for Lighting

According to the current literature, a virtual model for lighting can mainly be consid-
ered a suitable reproduction of the physical one if it is built: (i) to simulate light distribution
in a photometrically correct way, (ii) to provoke perceptions that people experience in
physical environments, and/or (iii) to ensure a plausible visual experience.

The choice to emphasize one or more aspects mainly depends on the research aims.
For example, suppose the research object is to investigate the lighting influence on the
impression of the perceived space. In that case, it is necessary to ensure that the light
distribution is simulated correctly from the photometrical point of view [18].

With this aim, different methodologies have been proposed to guarantee the exhibition
of virtual models by IVR with a correct light distribution to people. A first approach is
used in [18], where the virtual environment in the game engine was realized through
rendered images generated with validated physically based lighting simulation tools. In
the second approach, calibrated high-dynamic range (HDR) pictures taken by a camera
equipped with a fisheye lens in physical spaces were used [19,20] to create 360◦ HDR
panoramas to be uploaded to a game engine and shown to users. The third approach
is based on constructing the virtual environments and accurately setting the parameters
related to the light sources directly in the game engine [21]. The verification of the light
distribution can occur through (i) further physically based lighting simulation software [22],
(ii) measurements in the real space [23,24], (iii) photometric data of real luminaires after a
suitable calibration in the game engine [21], or (iv) subjective assessments [19]. In general,
the efforts are focused on ensuring comparable luminance distributions between the virtual
and real environments, as well as similar illuminance values at users’ eyes between the
Head-Mounted Display (HMD) and real scenes.

At the same time, the ability of immersive virtual reality to induce human reactions
and experiences such as those felt in the real ones was investigated. Those aspects have
been analyzed mainly by questionnaires to explore different perceptual aspects and visual
tasks performed in real and/or virtual environments, allowing the evaluation of the light
environment accuracy from users’ points of view. In light of the above, subjective assess-
ments play a crucial role in evaluating the quality of virtual environments, as well as in
obtaining information about people’s preferences, perceptions, and moods with lighting
through IVR.

According to the literature (Figure 1), IVR has been used for lighting and daylighting
investigations mainly to: (i) compare virtual and physical environments (VPC), (ii) display
different light scenarios (DSC) or (iii) evaluate the humans’ interaction with systems
to investigate their lighting preferences (HII). Concerning the experimental design, the
literature suggests two common factor analyses: (i) within-subjects design, where subjects
are shown all scenarios; and (ii) between-subjects design, where participants are divided
into different groups, and each group is shown a limited number of the available scenarios
or participants are divided on the basis of some investigation variable.

A most recently investigated aspect is related to virtual reality’s capability to reproduce
colors correctly, since color is an essential component of people’s visual sense. Indeed,
people may quickly identify and divide objects into several categories, based on their color.
To the authors’ knowledge, only a few papers are focused on this topic. In particular,
Rodríguez et al. [25] assessed the spectral properties of the display used for HMD in terms
of luminance and chromaticity and the effects of the software used to control the HMD. A
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precise color calibration of the HMD in terms of luminance and chromaticity is needed to
regulate the given stimuli properly. The vast field of vision of the HMD, the scene rendering
software, or how the model is transferred from the software to the HMD may change how
colored items look, implying a modification of the environments and objects perception.
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1.2. Purpose of the Research

The review underlines the prominent role of people’s subjective responses and percep-
tions in understanding the potentiality of IVR for lighting and evaluating the accuracy of
virtual environments in reproducing physical spaces.

This paper presents a literature review of studies where IVR is used to carry out
lighting and daylighting investigations on people’s lighting preferences and performances
through subjective assessments. A specific focus on environmental and psychological
factors, as well as tests performed, tools, and surveys used, are given. In particular, the
literature review is focused on three different aspects associated with the usage of virtual
reality to: (i) compare virtual and real light environments; (ii) compare different light
scenarios; and (iii) evaluate the people’s interaction with lighting and/or shading systems.
In addition, the methods used for the statistical analysis and comparison of results are
analyzed. Finally, the limitations and perspectives of using IVR for lighting were listed.

2. Papers Collection Methodology

The methodology followed to collect papers consists of three steps: (i) recognition
of databases for publications in international journals, (ii) identification of databases for
different types of publications, and (iii) definition of keywords.

The Scopus and Web of Science databases were used for papers in international
journals, while PubMed, Google Scholar, and Research Gate were used for other types of
contributions. Regarding the keyword definition, no periods were specified during paper
collection, and three sets of words were taken into account:

• Lighting-related aspects, using the words: lighting, visual, daylighting, daylight,
or view;

• Target keywords, using the words: virtual reality, virtual environment, immersive
virtual reality, and immersive virtual environment;
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• Human perspective, using the words: perception, subjective assessment, subjective
response, and human psychological response.

The application of the above-described methodology returned a total of 72 papers;
the last access to databases was in March 2023. The stored papers were filtered by eval-
uating the paper title and keywords (to remove duplicates and select papers perfectly
matching the research topic), as well as reading the full text (to establish the eligibility of
the remaining papers). At the end of the filtering process, 24 papers were included in the
review and analyzed in detail. Figure 2 shows the preferred sources and the number of
papers published in each, proving Building and Environment, Lighting Research & Technology,
Automation in Construction, LEUKOS, and Sustainability as the most considered journals to
publish contributions on the considered topic.
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3. Virtual Reality for Comparison between Virtual and Real Light Environments
3.1. Studies Based on Within-Subject Design

In studies comparing virtual and physical environments, a virtual model of the real
space is built following different approaches, and participants are asked to judge one
or more light scenarios in one or both environments. This research seeks to understand
the potentiality of different methods to create virtual environments reproducing light
distribution in various types of physical spaces.

Chamilothori et al. [18] offered a novel method for creating virtual reality scenes
based on rendered images that accurately reproduce indoor daylight distribution from
a photometrical perspective. Subjective assessments were used to evaluate the ability
of the proposed method to ensure a precise perception of the environment, the sense of
presence, physical symptoms before and after the HMD usage, as well as the effects of the
presentation order. Twenty-nine participants were asked to see and judge physical and
virtual daylit environments during experiments. The subjects’ number was determined
through a prior analysis, considering a statistical power of 0.80 and an effect size of 0.56.
Since the one-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [26] underlined the non-normality of data
and the paired responses, the collected data were analyzed through Wilcoxon matched-
pairs signed rank test (with α = 0.05).
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Another methodology to reproduce indoor artificial light distribution in virtual reality
(VR) was proposed in [19]. Starting from images taken using a camera with a fisheye
lens and luminance values measured in the physical environment, calibrated HDRs were
obtained. Then, the calibrated HDR images were converted into Low Dynamic Range
(LDRs) and stitched to create stereoscopic 360◦ images to be shown through the HMD
to participants. The reliability of the proposed method in reproducing artificial light
distribution, as well as people’s light perception and performance in carrying out a task,
were evaluated by asking them to perform two tasks: the achromatic characters contrast test
and the Stroop test. In addition, a color discrimination task was considered to investigate
the effects of resolution in VR and the conversion process from HDRs to LDRs. The
two environments were presented to twenty volunteers and asked to perform visual
tasks. Information about vision problems, demographic data, physical symptoms, and the
Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [27] was requested. After completing tasks in each
space, volunteers answered questionnaires about the perception of visual-quality, light
appearance and room’s impression, stress, as well as positive and negative affect schedule
(PANAS) [28]. After the VR environment test, they also answered the SSQ. Finally, subjects
completed a questionnaire on perceived presence. Different statistical analyses were used
as a function of the distribution of data. Shapiro–Wilk and Kolmogorov–Smirnov [26]
statistical tests, Levine’s test, as well as Q-Q plots, were used to verify the homogeneity
and normality of variance. When the assumptions were satisfied, the mean and standard
deviation values were considered for data elaboration (time for characters contrast and
sense of presence). Otherwise, the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used
(color naming task, perception of visual-quality, light appearance and room’s impression,
perception of stress, PANAS, and SSQ).

The ability of different display media (photo, video, and VR) to create the feeling
experienced by people under physical lighting conditions was explored in [13]. The virtual
models of the room were made by acquiring a stereoscopic video as well as a conventional
video and photo, upon varying light scenarios. The stereoscopic video was shown through
a smartphone in the VR helmet. Forty subjects were asked to see each lighting environment
and complete a questionnaire about the presentation, perceptual, emotional, and overall
satisfaction attributes. The subjects’ scores were analyzed by comparing the mean values
and standard deviation for each item to evaluate the reliability of different media in
reproducing the physical space. In addition, the correlation of Pearson, factor analysis,
and dimension reduction analyses were calculated for presentation items to assess their
correlation and the weight of items, as well as non-parametric tests (post hoc analyses
and Friedman’s test) were used to examine lighting and presentation attributes as well as
compare real and virtual spaces. Finally, ANOVA analysis was computed for the overall
satisfaction item.

The first experiment performed by Hong et al. [29] aimed to investigate subjects’
reactions to a windowed office with its digital twin. The digital twin of the space was
realized in SketchUp, then passed in 3ds Max and, finally, in Unreal Engine. The parameters
characterizing how the software computes the light distribution of the indoor light sources
(such as total energy emitted by the light source, location, number, length, and radius)
were established according to the real artificial lighting system. The building’s latitude
and longitude, as well as the sun’s azimuth and altitude, were used to simulate daylight.
After a preliminary survey about personal information, the fifty volunteers were invited
to see the physical and virtual environment, and complete questionnaires on satisfaction
(to analyze the sense of visual comfort, privacy, inner space, and openness) for each of
them. Finally, the volunteers accomplish the questionnaire on general and spatial presence,
involvement, and realism in the virtual environment. The sense of presence was evaluated
by calculating the mean values and standard deviation and comparing the values with
those from other research. The items of the satisfaction survey in the physical and virtual
environment were analyzed through a paired sample t-test.
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The usability of stereoscopic images to assess the effects of daylight on the perception
of indoor architectural quality was explored in [30]. The evaluation was carried out
using two physical rooms (with room surfaces white or black painted and three different
window size) and virtual models of each room. Virtual models were obtained starting
from pictures taken inside rooms with a conventional photographic camera and shown by
means of two full high-definition projectors. Twenty-six participants were divided into
three groups; each group started the experiment by examining one of the two physical or
virtual spaces. The precision of stereoscopic images for daylighting research was evaluated
through a questionnaire on excitement, complexity, order, coherence, openness, legibility,
spaciousness, and pleasantness; no numerical scale was used in the survey. People’s
responses were shifted into two groups according to the room’s color and analyzed using
the Bland–Altman method [31].

3.2. Studies Based on Between-Subject Design

Two studies [20,32] were based on the between-subject design. Rockcastle et al. [20]
investigated how people perceive an illuminated space in VR, using the between-subject de-
sign to diminish the order bias effect and the session period. HDR pictures of physical space
were taken under different lighting conditions. Before starting the experiment, participants
were requested to provide demographic information (gender, age, and visual problems),
then see the physical or virtual environment, and answer questions about pleasantness,
brightness, evenness, visual comfort, glare perception, and contrast for each lighting sce-
nario. In addition, the Landolt Rings test was presented to subjects, and the reading time
was noted. A t-test was used to evaluate the effects of vision problems and gender on
the rating of items and type of environment. Items answers were compared considering
their distribution, as well as computing the mean values and frequency distribution. The
normality of responses was evaluated through the Shapiro–Wilk test. A non-parametric
Mann–Whitney test was considered to compare the items and reading speed for each
lighting scenario.

The perception of daylit space simulated in the game engine was examined in [32]. The
virtual model of a real space with different areas was modeled in SketchUp, passed to 3ds
and imported in Unreal Engine 4. A directional light, for which the UE4 parameter named
“light intensity” was set to 110,000 lx and correlated color temperature (CCT) to 5500 K,
was used to simulate the sun and daylight. The real space was shown to the first group
of 18 participants, while the virtual one was displayed to the second group of 18 people.
The participants walked into the real or virtual scene, taking pictures of different points of
the scene and rating the perceived brightness. In addition, the participants that observed
the virtual scene responded to a questionnaire on the sense of presence. The participants’
number was defined by performing a prior analysis with G*Power software, considering
a statistical power of 0.80, large effects, and an effect size of 0.97. For data analysis, nine
areas were identified in the space; the number of pictures taken and the rated perceived
brightness for each area and space type were calculated and compared to evaluate the space
perception. This information was condensed and displayed through Perceptual Light Maps.
Finally, the participants’ answers to the sense of presence questionnaire were compared in
terms of the response distribution and median values.

3.3. Research Using Both within and Between-Subject Design

Both within-subject and between-subject designs were used in [33,34]. Heydar-
ian et al. [33] evaluated the adequacy of immersive virtual reality (IVR) in reproducing real
spaces, evaluating participants’ visual task performances and responses to a questionnaire.
Reading (considering speed and comprehension) and identification (identification and
number of colored books in a bookcase) tasks were considered for users’ performances.
In addition, a questionnaire on the sense of presence and immersion was used to assess
space and lighting perception. The virtual model of the real space was created in Revit
2013, modified in 3ds Max, and then imported into Architecture Interactive so that users
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could observe it. The illuminance levels acquired in the physical room were used to set
the lighting levels in the virtual scenes. The 120 participants were randomly assigned to
one of the four lighting scenarios and asked to perform the visual task and respond to the
questionnaire. Results about the identification of books and reading speed were compared
by performing the t-test, as well as in terms of average values and standard deviation.
The average values and standard deviation were considered to compare the rating on the
questionnaire’s items.

The ability to reproduce users’ experiences in physical spaces through different display
media was investigated in [34]. Virtual environments of a real mock-up were realized
following different methods: taking a traditional photo, acquiring a 360◦ panorama, and
building a VR model into Unity3D; then shown to participants by HMD. A prior analysis
suggests a number of subjects equal to 25 subjects per each environment (100 in total).
The participants were first asked to examine and walk the real and VR spaces, and then
to answer verbally a questionnaire on an evaluation of the environments, emotion, and
presence. In addition to subjective measurements, physiological parameters (electrodermal
function and heart rate) were also acquired. Responses on environment and emotion were
analyzed by means of the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test to underline differences
and relationships among environments; data about presence were analyzed using the Slater,
Usoh, and Steed method.

3.4. Main Findings

Table 1 summarizes the key design considerations, along with their labels and citations,
from papers focused on the use of IVR between virtual and physical space. Fixture elements
and design themes were separated into design parameters. The literature review suggests:

• Attributes linked to the sense of presence [18,19,29,32,34] and perception [13,18,19]
are the most investigated;

• Investigations are generally carried out using the within-subject design, a 5-point scale
questionnaire, and involving young people (average age around 30 years);

• Indoor spaces (especially offices) are usually considered when the virtual and real
environments are compared;

• Results are primarily compared in terms of mean and standard deviation values.

Table 1. Main design parameters and measures for comparison between virtual and real light environments.

Design Parameters Ref. Label Ref. Label Ref. Label

Factors investigated [18]
Perceptual impressions
Physical symptoms
Reported presence

[29]

General presence
Spatial presence
Involvement
Experienced realism
Sense of visual comfort
Sense of privacy
Sense of inner space
Sense of openness

[32]

Reported scene
Sense of presence
Perception of
brightness

[19]

Visual-quality perception
Lighting appearance
perception
Perception of room’s
impressions
Reported presence
Simulator sickness
questionnaire
Stress
Positive and negative affects

[30]

Unpleasant—Pleasant
Dull—Exciting
Chaotic—Ordered
Simple—Complex
Illegible—Legible
Incoherent—Coherent
Tight—Spacious
Closed—Open
Spatially
Undefined—Defined

[33]

Focus
Immersion and
involvement
Gaming
Distraction factors
Control factors and
IVR interaction
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Table 1. Cont.

Design Parameters Ref. Label Ref. Label Ref. Label

[13]

Presentation ability
Perceptual attributes
Emotional attributes
Overall satisfaction

[20]

Visual comfort
Pleasantness
Evenness
Brightness
Contrast
Glare perception
Reading time of Landolt
Rings test

[34]

Environmental
evaluation
Emotion
Sense of presence

Number of subjects [18] 29 [29] 50 [32] 36 (divided into two
equals groups)

[19] 20 [30] 26 [33] 112

[13] 40 [20] 30 (physical space)
23 (virtual space) [34] 100 (divided into four

equals groups)

Average age {age
range} year [18] 28

{-} [29] 25.1
{21–34} [32]

-
{21–25 (92%)
26–30 (8%)}

[19] 26
{-} [30] 32.7

{24–62} [33] 21
{18–33}

[13]

-
{24 subjects aged 18–30
8 subjects aged 31–50
8 subjects aged over 51}

[20]
-
{18–33 (80%)
34–58 (20%)}

[34] 32.7
{23–51}

Type of
factor-analysis [18] Within-subjects [29] Within-subjects [32] Between-subjects

[19] Within-subjects [30] Between-subjects [33] Within-subjects
Between-subjects

[13] Within-subjects [20] Between-subjects [34] Within-subjects
Between-subjects

Space type [18] Office [29] Office [32] Multipurpose space
with nine areas

[19] Office [30] Bedroom [33] Office

[13] Bedroom [20] Studio space [34] Shopping
environment

Statistical power [18] 0.8 [32] 0.8

Effect size [18] 0.56 [32] 0.97 [33] >0.99

Questionnaire scale [18]
5-point unipolar, with
verbal anchors at
the endpoints

[29] 7-point unipolar [32]

5-point unipolar for
the sense of presence
4-point unipolar for
perceived brightness

[19]
5-point unipolar, with
verbal anchors at
the endpoints

[30]

No numerical scale (a
7-point bipolar scale was
considered in the
elaboration phase)

[33] 3-point, 5-point, and
7-point unipolar

[13]
6-point unipolar for
Presentation-ability
7-point bipolar for the other

[20] 5-point unipolar [34] 7-point unipolar

Data
normality test [18] One-sample

Kolmogorov–Smirnov [19]

Shapiro–Wilk and
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
statistical tests, Levine’s
test, as well as Q-Q plots

[20] Shapiro–Wilk test
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Table 1. Cont.

Design Parameters Ref. Label Ref. Label Ref. Label

Statistical test [18]
Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-ranks
Cohen’s d effect size

[29]

Mean values and standard
deviation for the
presence questionnaire
Paired sample t-test for
satisfaction questionnaire

[32]

Responses
distribution and
median values for the
sense of presence
questionnaire
Number of pictures,
rated perceived
brightness and
Perceptual Light
Maps for space
perception

[19]

Mean values and standard
deviation for normal and
homogenous distribution
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
for non-normal and
homogeneous distribution

[30] Bland–Altman method [33]

t-test for identification
of books and reading
speed
Mean and standard
deviation values for
visual tasks and items

[13]

Mean values and standard
deviation for all
questionnaires items
Correlation of Pearson,
factor analysis, and
dimension reduction
analysis for
presentation items
Non-parametric Friedman
tests and post hoc analyses
for presentation and
lighting items
ANOVA for overall
satisfaction item

[20]

t-test
Answers rating
distribution
Answers frequency
distribution
Non-parametric
Mann–Whitney test

[34]

Non-parametric
Mann–Whitney U test
for responses on
environment
and emotion
Slater, Usoh and Steed
method for the sense
of presence

4. Virtual Reality for Comparison among Different Light Scenarios
4.1. Studies Based on Within-Subject Design

This study [35] describes an experiment utilizing a virtual reality headset to assess
rendered daylit architectural scenes. The authors compared subjective perception ratings
of architectural renderings to image-based measures of visual attraction by changing
sky conditions and view directions from a fixed viewpoint. Virtual reality enabled head
tracking data to reveal how participants viewed immersive situations. Eight architectural
scenes were designed in Rhinoceros and rendered in Radiance to provide 360◦ HDR scenes
across different periods of the year. Then, 180◦ HDR Radiance renderings from various
view orientations were tone-mapped and utilized to create immersive virtual scenes of
the daylit buildings. Oculus Rift CV1 and an Acer Predator 17-X laptop supported the
VR headgear. The subjects were 18–50 years old, with a mean age of 29. Verbal surveys
and head tracking were used to acquire subjective and objective data for the qualitative
lighting study. Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient analysis was used to compare subject
responses (rating scales for each scene) to quantitative algorithms (contrast, visual interest,
and brightness). Moreover, this research introduced a preliminary composite rating, “PIE,”
from a selection of attributes in the experiment. The match between subjective ratings
and image-based algorithms designed to forecast them proves that immersive scenes
may predict pleasant, interesting, and exciting sensations and that view direction affects
such predictions.

Responses to energy-saving retrofit solutions in office buildings, reporting on the
view assessment, and emotional reactions to ETFE double-skin facades were examined
in [36]. Virtual reality and physics-based imaging techniques were used to assess the user
experience of a window view in an office space with a pneumatic ETFE cushion serving
as a second building skin. Evaluation criteria included view clarity, amount of view, view
appearance, as well as emotional states of pleasure, arousal, and domination. Three double-
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skin facade scenarios with different ETFE cushions—clear, fritted, and switchable—were
examined and compared to the original single-skin façade with double-glazed windows.
The office space’s physical and luminous conditions were reproduced in a virtual environ-
ment using a proven physically based imaging technique and presented to 22 volunteers
using a virtual reality headset. Participants filled out a questionnaire about their views,
perception, and emotions while in the virtual environment. The virtual environment was
created from the physical one according to the procedure described in [19]. Shapiro–Wilk
test was used to determine the type of data distribution, while Friedman’s ANOVA was
considered to state statistically significant differences. Questionnaire responses were ana-
lyzed with the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and Bonferroni corrections were
considered for pair-wise comparisons. Finally, the Ferguson [37] classification was used to
evaluate effect sizes.

Subjective and physiological evaluations were compared in [38] to investigate the
perception of the view from various observing sites. This project examined visual percep-
tion using a physically based virtual 360-degree environment. Therefore, three research
objectives were made: (i) making a replica in virtual reality based on the physical and
lighting conditions at three viewing locations: close, middle, and far from the window in
an office room, (ii) obtaining subjective responses on view quality parameters, such as view
restorative ability, view content and size preferences, view valance/arousal, self-reported
stress, and positive and negative effects, and (iii) measuring physiological markers, such
as skin conductance (SC), heart rate variability (HRV), and heart rate (HR). The second
and third objectives were used to analyze the differences in visual perception at various
viewing points within a virtual office setting. Thirty-two volunteers were exposed to each
of the three conditions, while subjective and physiological assessments were gathered.
View perception was evaluated based on four factors: view vital capacity, view content,
size preferences, and view valence/arousal. Two questions relating to the visual attraction
and complexity of daylight were also utilized. Recovery from stress was studied using
the positive and negative affect schedule (PANAS) [28]. After answering questions about
demographic and sickness information, participants were asked to look at the virtual model
(built according to the procedure in [19]), respond to the view questions, and perform the
Stroop test, for each condition. Since different types of data were gathered, different statisti-
cal analyses were used: (i) the z-scores method for physiological data; while (ii) view, stress,
and PANAS responses were analyzed through the ANOVA test (non-parametric Friedman’s
ANOVA test for not normal data distribution). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov [26] and Shapiro–
Wilks [39] tests were considered for evaluating data normality. The Huynh-Feldt [40]
and Bonferroni methods [41] were applied to correct data normality or experimental-wise
error. The results demonstrated significant changes in subjective parameters and skin
conductance based on the distance from the window.

A second experiment performed by Hong et al. [29] aimed to investigate the impact
of four different window sizes on occupants’ satisfaction, showing virtual environments
built into Unreal Engine. As for the first experiment, people were asked to answer the
satisfaction questionnaire. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze responses,
while the sphericity of data was tested by Mauchly’s method.

In [42], the virtual model of urban space was used to investigate the psychological
effects of different lighting scenarios through different alternative representation techniques,
namely a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screen and HMD. Nineteen lighting scenarios were
realized, upon varying lighting levels of the square, facades, and urban furniture. Twenty-
one volunteers were asked to observe and judge each scene by means of ten adjective
pairs. At the end of the test, an additional 5-point scale questionnaire was used for the
investigation of virtual reality and immersion experience, as well as motion sickness. All
the data were elaborated, computing the mean and standard deviation values.

An urban park in Aversa was modeled into Unreal Engine to inspect the impact of
brightness and CCT on users’ perception of lighting quality, fixation, and eyes’ move-
ment [43]. Nine lighting scenarios were obtained, combining three illuminance levels
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and CCT values. Twenty-six volunteers were asked to see each scenario and fill out
the POLQ questionnaire [44]. In addition, participants’ pupil diameter and gaze move-
ment were achieved with the HMD-integrated eye-tracking system. A prior analysis with
G*Power software confirmed that the recruited people were enough to ensure a test power
greater than 0.95 with an effect size equal to 0.25. The sphericity of data was checked and
Greenhouse–Geisser correction was employed. Firstly, the influence of each POLQ item
on participants’ preferences was evaluated by applying the two-way repeated measures
ANOVA. Then, the mean and standard deviation values of two indices related to perceived
strength and comfort quality were computed for each scenario. In addition to subjective
assessment, physiologic parameters such as the maps of gaze, the diameter of pupils, and
the IPA index [45] were also evaluated.

The link between participants’ satisfaction with brightness and other major perceptual
aspects of the scene was investigated in [46]. A hundred volunteers were immersed in a
virtual office environment. The brightness level in all virtual scenarios remained constant,
while the office shading system’s design pattern, rendering materials, and furniture were
altered to evaluate how different elements affect participants’ pleasure with brightness.
Virtual models of five versions of a typical workplace with a large south-facing window
were obtained starting from images rendered in Radiance, combined into a 360◦ image,
and shown through the Oculus Go headset. A verbal 11-point rating scale questionnaire
was used to find out the participants’ satisfaction with brightness, pleasantness, interest,
complexity, and pleasure with the lookout for each scene. For statistical analysis, a linear
mixed effects model was employed to account for the repeated measures design in which
each participant was asked to evaluate many photographs. The linear mixed effects
model describes the conditional correlations between brightness satisfaction and the five
other perceptual qualities, including unknown participant attributes such as positivity.
In addition, a composite index of satisfaction with selected features was created in R by
averaging the results for pleasant, interesting, satisfaction with access to an outdoor view,
and pleasure with ambiance.

4.2. Research Using Both within and Between-Subject Design

Moscoso et al. [47] investigated regional differences in the perception of spaces fol-
lowing a mixed approach: within-subjects design was used to investigate window sizes
and space size, while the influence of sky type, spatial contexts, and the location was
evaluated with between-subject design. The study was conducted in Norway, Switzerland,
and Greece, using virtual reality to reproduce the same experiment in multiple locations. A
total of 406 participants between 18–50 were surveyed, and their opinions on eight different
spatial qualities were compiled using an 11-point Likert scale. The results showed that the
participants’ answers were dependent on where they lived. There were considerable differ-
ences in how pleasant and calm people saw the space, indicating even small differences in
latitude. Regarding the methodology, the first scene was a blank screen with the logos of
the two academic institutions participating. This was followed by a monochromatic scene
for a minimum of 15 s. This scene corresponded to the mean RGB value of all the stimuli
that were given to the participants in the experiment sequence, which was as follows:
adaptation scenario, stimulus presentation, and verbal questionnaire. The results indicate
that areas with particular fenestration characteristics might not induce the same response
at various latitudes in Europe. Data were analyzed through mean and standard deviation
values, as well as the Linear Mixed Model (LMM) [48,49] and pair-wise comparisons. For
the study, a power of 0.80 was calculated through G*Power. In addition, Sidak [50] made
adjustments to compare factors with significant effects, and plots of data to contrast ratings
of stimuli were used.

The effects of urban park light sources, characterized by different intensities and
CCT, on emotion, motivation of exploring, and feeling of safety were investigated by
Masullo et al. [51]. The virtual model of the urban park was recreated in Unreal Engine, and
combining three illuminance and CCT values, nine lighting scenarios were prepared and
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presented to 36 volunteers utilizing the HMD HTC Vive Pro Eye. A prior analysis confirms
a test power of 0.8 and an effect size of 0.25 with the number of subjects considered. Before
the test, PANAS questionnaire [52] was administered to collect volunteers’ moods. For
each scenario, the participants were asked to see the virtual environment and rate the
scenario on a 9-point scale. In the first step, two repeated-measure ANOVAs were applied
to data to explore the within-subjects variable, while in the second step, a between-subjects
design was used, dividing volunteers into two groups according to the results on mood,
motivation, and safety.

Chamilothori et al. [53] examined the influence of facade design and related lighting
patterns on occupant subjective perception and physiological reactions using an innovative
experimental approach that combines virtual office spaces obtained from physically based
rendered images displayed in virtual reality with wearable biometric equipment. A total of
72 participants took part in a study that observed and compared three facade configurations
with similar aspect ratios and varied space use situations (social or working environment).
All of the variations of the facade were performed on an interior scenario with a clear sky
and direct daylight access. After each exploration, the participants were asked to answer a
questionnaire on interest, pleasantness, and excitement of the space verbally; at the same
time, skin conductance and heart rate were recorded to evaluate the physiological reaction.
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [26] was considered to verify the distribution normality of
subjective responses. The influence of the geometry was evaluated according to the within-
subject design, while results were gathered with Friedman’s one-way ANOVA [54]. In
addition, the Wilcoxon signed-ranks matched-pairs test was adopted for post hoc tests. The
effects of context were evaluated using the between-subject design applying the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test. Finally, Spearman’s correlation was used to investigate the link between
physiological and subjective responses.

The effects of different skylight solutions for a heritage building were investigated
through IVR by Marzouk et al. [55]. The virtual models of the space with three different
skylights were modeled by means of Rhino and Grasshopper, and then displayed in the
HMD utilizing the application VR-Prospect. For each scenario, the 48 participants were
asked to walk in the space, take off the HMD and complete a survey on their space percep-
tion. The data validity was checked with the Mann–Whitney test, grouping participants by
gender and occupation. Regarding the data analysis, the investigation employed different
types of statistical tests. In particular, it used: (i) mean and standard deviation values to
quantify subjective responses to each attribute for each skylight solution, (ii) Wilcoxon
signed-rank test to evaluate differences among attributes for the different skylight solutions,
(iii) Kruskal–Wallis test [56] to compare attribute ratings within the three design solutions,
(iv) Kendall’s Tau correlation [57] to assess links among attributes within the three design
solutions, and (v) Friedman test to contrast the most statistically significant attributes
among the three design solutions.

4.3. Main Findings

Table 2 lists the key design considerations, along with their labels and citations, from
papers focused on using IVR to compare different lighting scenarios. Fixture elements and
design themes were separated into design parameters. The literature review suggests:

• Attributes linked to the interest [35,38,46,47,53], pleasantness [35,46,47,53] and bright-
ness [35,46,47] are the most analyzed;

• Investigations are generally carried out using the within-subject design, questionnaire
with different scales and involving young people (average age around 30 years);

• Usually, indoor office spaces (only three investigated outdoor environments) are
considered when subjects are asked to compare different light scenarios;

• Results are mostly compared through repeated measures ANOVA or Friedman’s ANOVA.
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Table 2. Main design parameters and measures for comparison among different lighting scenarios.

Design Parameters Ref. Label Ref. Label Ref. Label

Factors investigated [29]

General presence
Spatial presence
Involvement
Experienced realism
Sense of visual comfort
Sense of privacy
Sense of inner space
Sense of openness

[35]

Pleasantness
Interesting
Exciting
Contrast
Visual interest
Brightness

[38]

View restorative ability
View content
View size
View valence/arousal
View interest and
complexity

[42]

Effect of light
Virtual reality experience
Immersion experience
Motion sickness

[47]

Pleasantness
Calmness
Interest
Excitement
Complexity
Spaciousness
Amount of view
Brightness

[46]

Pleasantness
Interest
Complexity
Satisfaction with
brightness
Satisfaction with
view out
Satisfaction with
ambiance

[51]

Calmness
Happiness
Energy
Tiredness
Nervousness
Sadness
Feeling of Safety
Motivation

[36]

Engagement
View clarity
View satisfaction
View amount
View appearance
View perception
View vividness
Spatial pleasure
Spatial arousal
Spatial dominance

[53]
Pleasantness
Interest
Excitement

[43]

Clear—Drab
Strong—Weak
Unfocused—Focused
Subdued—Brilliant
Dark—Light
Mild—Sharp
Hard—Soft
Warm—Cool
Glaring—Shaded
Natural—Unnatural

[55]

Pleasantness
Contrasting
Brightness
Distribution
Visual Comfort
Satisfaction

Number of subjects [29] 50 [35] 65, with a minimum of 15
subjects per space [38] 32

[42] 21 [47]
150 (Norway)
118 (Switzerland)
138 (Greece)

[46] 100

[51] 36 [36] 22 [53] 71

[43] 26 [55] 48

Average age {age
range} year [29] 25.1

{21–34} [35] 29
{18–50} [38] 28

{-}

[42] -
{21–53} [47]

-
{20–49
20–50
19–44}

[46] -
{>18}

[51] 28.7
{20–57} [36] 29

{-} [53] 25.9
{18–32}

[43] 29.7
{-} [55] -

{>19}

Type of
factor-analyses [29] Within-subjects [35] Within-subjects [38] Within-subjects

[42] Within-subjects [47] Within-subjects
Between-subjects [46] Within-subject

[51] Within-subjects
Between-subjects [36] Within-subjects [53] Within-subjects

Between-subjects
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Table 2. Cont.

Design Parameters Ref. Label Ref. Label Ref. Label

[43] Within-subjects [55] Within-subjects
Between-subjects

Space type [29] Office [35] Office [38] Office

[42] Urban space [47] Office [46] Office

[51] Urban Park [36] Office [53] Office

[43] Urban Park [55] Heritage building

Statistical power [51] 0.8 [43] 0.95 [47] 0.8

Effect size [51] 0.25 [43] 0.25 [47] Small

[55] 0.28

Questionnaire scale [29] 7-point unipolar [35]
10-point unipolar, with
verbal anchors at the
scale ends

[38]
continuous unipolar
(“Not at all” (=0) to
“Very much” (=10))

[42] 5-point unipolar [47] 11-point unipolar [46] 11-point unipolar

[51] 9-point unipolar [36]
continuous unipolar
(“Not at all” (=0) to “Very
much” (=7))

[53] 10-point unipolar

[43] 7-point bipolar [55] 5-point unipolar

Data
normality test [47]

Visual examination of the
residuals’ and variables’
normal probability plots

[38] Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Shapiro–Wilks [53] Kolmogorov–Smirnov

[36] Shapiro–Wilk [55] Kolmogorov–Smirnov

Statistical test [29] Repeated measures
ANOVA [35]

Subjects’ answers
distribution
Non-parametric
Kruskal–Wallis pair-wise
for influence of space
and parameters
Correlation of Pearson for
relation between
subjective and
algorithms results
Logistic Regression
View direction frequency
distribution for
head tracking

[38]

Non-parametric
Friedman’s ANOVA
Pair-wise comparisons
with Bonferroni
corrections

[42] Mean and standard
deviation values [47]

Mean and standard
deviation values
Linear Mixed Model
Pair-wise comparisons

[46]
Linear Mixed Model
A specially created
composite index

[51] Repeated measures
ANOVA [36]

Friedman’s ANOVA for
answers to
window condition
Non-parametric Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank Test

[53]

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum for
between-subject design
on context factors
Friedman’s one-way
ANOVA for
within-subject design on
geometry factors
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks
Matched-Pairs for
post-ho analysis on
significant cases
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Table 2. Cont.

Design Parameters Ref. Label Ref. Label Ref. Label

[43] Repeated measures
ANOVA [55]

Mean and standard
deviation values for
subjective responses
quantification
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test for the evaluation of
attributes differences
Kruskal–Wallis test for
attributes rating
comparison
Kendall’s Tau correlation
for assessing attributes
correlations
Friedman test for
contrasting the most
statistically
significant attributes

5. Virtual Reality for People’s Interaction with Lighting and/or Shading Systems
5.1. Studies Based on Within-Subject Design

Heydarian et al. [22] present an approach of collecting end-user lighting-related
behavior in a virtual environment, integrating it with building performance simulation
(BPS) tools, then utilizing user preference data to evaluate design choices that satisfy
preferences and reduce energy consumption. The lighting preferences, skills (reading
speed and comprehension), personality factors, and environmental views of 90 participants
were gathered using IVRs to assess this method’s usability. The virtual model of an office
was modeled in Unity and equipped with shading systems on the three windows and
twelve luminaires. In addition, lighting preferences were turned into illuminance value
distributions with the BPS tool so that different designs could be compared and decisions
about user-centered design could be made. Participants were divided into one of four
groups based on the number of electric luminaires switched on in the scene. From a dark
scenario, users could select their favorite lighting arrangement among thirty-two shade
and electric lighting systems combinations to read a text. Meanwhile, reading speed and
text comprehension were acquired. Finally, they filled out questionnaires on personality,
space values, and views. The chi-square test was applied to evaluate users’ preferences,
while the t-test assessed the correlation between lighting preferences and reading speed.

Mahmoudzadeh et al. [58] evaluated the effects of personal control over the lighting
system on lighting preferences, lighting comfort, and performance using the virtual model
of an office. Three models of the office, characterized by different control systems for
artificial lighting and shading systems, were displayed to thirty participants, asking them
to adjust light conditions and read a text. In addition to lighting preferences, reading
speed, and text comprehension, participants filled out a survey on visual comfort and light
distribution based on [59], as well as cognitive load. After completing the experiment,
people were asked to complete two further surveys to assess personality [60,61]. Regarding
lighting control, Friedman’s and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferroni correction
were applied to evaluate and determine differences among the scenarios, respectively.
Scatter plot graphs and frequencies were considered to inspect the relationship between
users’ choices and personalities. Finally, acceptance of technology data consistency was
evaluated by means of Cronbach’s alpha value, while results were compared in terms of
mean and standard deviation values.

5.2. Research Using Both within and Between-Subject Design

In [24], within- and between-subject designs were applied to assess how the location
and type of light controls affected people’s preferences. The virtual model of a real office
was created in Revit, optimized in 3ds Max, and imported into Worldviz’s Vizard to be
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presented to 114 volunteers, randomly allocated into four groups. Four different control
strategies in the virtual model for controlling the artificial lighting and shading systems
were implemented. The illuminance values acquired in the physical space were used to
regulate the light level in the simulated space. Each group was assigned to one of the four
scenarios, asking them to enter the virtual room, adjust the artificial lighting and shading
systems, read a text, and answer a 7-point Likert scale questionnaire about interaction with
IVR and environmental conscientiousness. The users’ artificial lighting and shading system
adjustments were collected in addition to the questionnaire. The chi-square test was used
to analyze lighting preferences, while mean values and standard deviation were considered
for the users’ feedback.

5.3. Main Findings

Table 3 lists the key design considerations, along with their labels and citations, from
papers aimed at investigating users’ lighting preferences, allowing them to interact with
the virtual environment. Fixture elements and design themes were separated into design
parameters. The literature review suggests:

• IVR with interactive virtual environments are used to evaluate the lighting preferences
of participants, as well as their interaction with control systems for artificial lighting
and shadings;

• Reading task and text comprehension are the preferred activities in interactive models;
• Investigations are generally performed using the within-subject design, questionnaires

with different scales and involving young people (average age around 30 years);
• Indoor environments are exclusively considered;
• Results are analyzed using different parametric and non-parametric statistical tests.

Table 3. Main design parameters and measures for IVR used to allow users’ interaction with the
virtual environment.

Design Parameters Ref. Label Ref. Label Ref. Label

Factors investigated [24]
IVR interaction
Environmental
conscientiousness

[58]

Reading Task
Text comprehension
Subject’s lighting
preferences
Cognitive load
Visual comfort
Light distribution
Technology acceptance
Subjects’ personality

[22]

Reading task
Text comprehension
Subject’s lighting
preferences
Space view
Space value
Subjects’ personality

Number of subjects [24] 114 [58] 30 [22] 89

Average age {age
range} year [24] 21

{18–33} [58] -
{22–36} [22] 22

{18–35}

Type of
factor-analyses [24] Within-subjects

Between-subjects [58] Within-subjects [22] Within-subjects

Space type [24] Office [58] Office [22] Office

Statistical power [24] 0.8 [58] 0.95

Questionnaire scale [24] 7-point unipolar [58] Different unipolar scales

Statistical test [24]

Chi-square for
lighting preferences
Mean and standard
deviation values
for questionnaires

[58]

Friedman for
data analysis
Wilcoxon signed-rank,
with Bonferroni
correction, for
difference identification
Cronbach’s alpha and
Spearman’s Rho for
acceptance of technology

[22]

Chi-square goodness
of fit for lighting
preferences
t-test
Ordinary least square
linear regression
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6. Additional Investigations
6.1. Studies Based on Within-Subject Design

Based on the findings presented in [30], stereoscopic images were used as references
to evaluate the usefulness of virtual environments shown through HMD for daylight in-
vestigations [62]. Six virtual bedroom models were modeled considering three different
window sizes and two color of room surfaces (white and black). Models for HMD presenta-
tion were prepared according to the method proposed by Chamilothori et al. [18]. HDR
rendered images were generated with Radiance and displayed using the system in [30],
considering overcast sky conditions. A prior stereoscopic vision test was used to select
participants. According to the within-subject design, twenty participants were asked to
fill out a questionnaire on attributes linked to the spatial perception for each scenario. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied for data analysis, and differences among attributes
were quantified with the Bland–Altman method [31].

6.2. Main Findings

Table 4 lists the main design considerations, along with their labels and citations, from
papers aimed at using IVR for research with different objectives. Fixture elements and
design themes were separated into design parameters.

Table 4. Main design parameters and measures for IVR used research.

Design Parameters Ref. Label

Factors investigated [62]

Pleasantness
Calmness
Interest
Excitement
Complexity
Spaciousness
Amount of View

Number of subjects [62] 20

Average age {age range}
year [62] 25.9

{20–47}

Type of factor-analyses [62] Within-subjects

Space type [62] Bedroom

Questionnaire scale [62] 10-point unipolar

Statistical test [62] Wilcoxon signed-rank
Bland–Altman method for difference quantification

7. Discussion

During the past few years, interest in virtual reality has grown significantly because it
provides a wonderful multisensory experience. This revolutionary technology’s boundless
potential has broadened its usage field beyond its first creative applications to comprehend
complex and interconnected problems. At the same time, the potentialities and limitations
of IVR for lighting have to be deeply investigated before it can be used as a substitute for
conventional design systems. Due to its characteristics, IVR needs to be explored from two
points of view simultaneously, namely from objective and subjective points of view. The
first is related to the ability of IVR to reproduce the proper day-electric light distribution. In
contrast, the second refers to the possibility of provoking perceptions comparable to those
caused by physical spaces. This review aims to underline how different researchers faced
this problem, focusing on the role of subjective assessments.
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7.1. Discussion of the Findings

The literature review results suggest that subjective assessments are a powerful tool for
evaluating IVR’s accuracy and potentiality. In particular, different uses of IVR for lighting
can be identified. The ability of IVR to reproduce physical spaces lit by daylight or electric
light is understood by comparing the virtual model with the physical one. Even though
different methods to obtain virtual environments with daylight or electric light luminance
distributions more and more similar to the real ones have been proposed, some of them
are time expensive, allow the evaluation of the virtual space from a fixed point of view,
or can be used only if physical space is available. Despite this, all research agrees that
subjective assessment is the main tool to understand the possibilities and limits of IVR for
lighting. The benefit of using the IVR to compare different light scenes is more evident.
The investigations indicated the IVR as the best tool for presenting virtual lit environments
compared to other media, allowing more of a sense of immersion, users’ satisfaction, and
congruence with physical space. Although only a few papers have been carried out, the
advantages of IVR for lighting to evaluate how users interact with shadings and artificial
light control systems, as well as their lighting preferences, seem to be confirmed.

Figure 3 shows the link among the parameters and factors considered in the various
research analyzed in the review grouped by the type of research and criteria considered
during the design of the experiment.
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Among the 24 papers reviewed, nine evaluated the accuracy of virtual environments
compared to the physical ones, eleven used IVR to compare various light conditions, three
assessed the users’ interaction with the environment, and one evaluated the effectiveness
of IVR in comparison to other media. In addition, twelve of the twenty-four papers
evaluated the effects of daylight, seven analyzed artificial light, and the remaining five
articles considered both types of light. Concerning the space type, most of the research was
conducted considering offices and only three investigated outdoor environments. Factor
analysis was categorized into three groups, underlining that fourteen out of twenty-four
studies were based on within-subject experimental design, and only three out of twenty-
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four on between-subject design. The review points out a significant variability in the
number of people involved in testing through the studies analyzed. In order to simplify
the readability of the graph, the number of participants was gathered in intervals of ten.
From Figure 3, it is possible to notice that the number of participants in seven research
ranged between 20 to 29, while only 5 out of 24 considered more than 100 participants.
The average age ranges were obtained by grouping similar values, while the average age
range is considered the same as the age range reported in Tables 1–3 when the participants’
average age value is not provided in the reviewed paper. The results point out that in
18 out of 24 papers, the average age of recruited people ranges from 18 to 36 years. The
participants’ questionnaire responses are mainly measured on a 5-point unipolar scale
(5 out of 24 research) or a 7-point unipolar scale (4 out of 24 papers).

Figure 4 displays the dendrogram of the measures and parameters examined in
research based on IVR for lighting, stacked on the main research type. The graph stresses
the connection between the research types and the other parameters considered: the type
of light, survey scale, subjects’ number range, average age range, factor analysis and space
type. For each parameter, the values involved in the various studies were shown.

From Figures 3 and 4, it is possible to infer that:

• Daylight and artificial light are usually investigated separately in VPC and DSC
investigations, while in HII research, both day and artificial light are considered;

• Regarding the survey scale, a 5-point unipolar scale, 5-point unipolar, and 7-point
unipolar scales are used for VPC, DSC and HII analysis, respectively;

• For investigations using IVR to compare virtual and physical spaces or various lighting
scenarios, the number of subjects is in the range of 20–29, while more than thirty people
are involved in research evaluating lighting preferences and user interaction;

• On average, the age of participants ranges between 21 and 33 years;
• The most used factor analysis is the within-subject design;
• The office is the most investigated space, whatever the research type is.

A more complex question concerns the type of factors considered and the statistical
tests used for data analysis.

In VPC research, the most considered factors are the sense of presence, presentation
ability, and perceived brightness. Concerning the statistical analyses used for data in-
terpretation, the results underline that the most-used parametric tests are the mean and
standard deviation values (4 out of 9) or the t-test (3 out of 9). In contrast, the most-used
non-parametric test is the Mann–Whitney test (2 out of 9). Often, two or more statistical
tests are used for data elaboration in the same research.

In DSC investigations, Pleasantness, Brightness, Interest, Excitement, Calmness, and
Complexity are the factors mainly investigated. In this case, the most used parametric tests
are repeated ANOVA (3 out of 9), as well as mean and standard deviation values (3 out
of 9). Friedman’s ANOVA (4 papers) and Wilcoxon Signed-Rank (3 papers) are the main
used non-parametric tests. Usually, more than one test is used in the same article.

In HII studies, the efforts are focused on evaluating the text comprehension, subjects’
personalities, as well as space view and value. Two of the three studies used the para-
metric chi-squared test for data analysis. Friedman’s and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests are
considered if non-parametric analyses are required.

The literature outcomes underline a significant variability in experimental design as
well as methodologies for data analysis and interpretation. This could make it challenging
to design future investigations properly or compare results among different research.
The overview provided by this review could help both understand the solutions used
so far (in terms of experimental design, data analysis, experimental procedures, and
results interpretation) and define benchmarks for future investigations using IVR for
lighting. Based on the information about the critical analysis of the reviewed research
and the identification of their key parameters summarized in the paper, standardized
methodologies following a systematic investigation patch could be deduced. At the same
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time, the information reported in the study could be a reference for defining objectives or
experimental strategies of new research based on IVR for lighting.
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7.2. Limitations

While the review results reinforce the value of IVR as a tool for researchers and
designers, they also highlight gaps and limits that will need to be overcome before such
technology is widely spread for lighting research and design. In particular, the review
points out some main lacks or limitations of:
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• A systematic approach(es) to subjective assessments and data analysis methodologies
to simplify results comparison from different studies;

• Variability of the environments considered. So far, about 66% of the research consid-
ered office-like spaces;

• Involving old or young people in experimentations (participants’ age mainly range
from 21 to 33 years);

• Considering a larger sample size of the study to improve the power of the statisti-
cal analysis;

• Supporting the number of subjects considered for research with a specific analysis of
statistical power and effect size;

• Performing analysis based on the comparison among different lighting scenarios or users’
interaction with the virtual environment according to the between-subject design;

• Evaluating IVR’s effectiveness in reproducing outdoor environments (to the best of
the authors’ knowledge, no research has compared an outdoor virtual reproduction
with the physical environment);

• Using IVR to investigate people’s responses to different lighting solutions for out-
door spaces.

The main limitations derived from the analyzed articles about the use of IVR for
lighting are the:

• Limited HMD luminance range (making it challenging to evaluate glare);
• Limited HMD field of view;
• Limited resolution of HMD as well as of the devices used to create the virtual environment;
• Accuracy of the methodology used to develop the virtual environment;
• Tone mapping operator used to adapt the virtual model luminance values in the

software to the characteristics of the HMD screens;
• Limited movement that users can have (usually only the rotation of the head is allowed);
• Accuracy of the virtual model in comparison to the physical one;
• Weather condition variability in the physical environment (mainly for investigation

focused on daylight);
• Background stimuli (such as acoustic and thermal) during tests.

7.3. Main Perspective of Using IVR for Lighting and Future Investigations

Today’s population spends a large portion of their time indoors, necessitating lighting
solutions that support visual comfort and well-being as well as vision-related jobs. This
has compelled scientists to consider how light affects people rather than just assessing the
quantity and distribution of light. These studies are typically conducted in test rooms or
living laboratories, but are costly and time-consuming.

Less-expensive and time-consuming inquiry techniques, such as virtual reality, can
aid in analyzing various light settings and assist in discovering the best ones from a human
perspective, if they can make people experience stimuli that are close to those in reality.

Indeed, IVR would allow obtaining feedback from people for design solutions that
are challenging to achieve in the real world, such as the replacement of objects or parts of
the scene, different boundary conditions, or geographic areas, as well as to overcome the
constraints regarding stimuli control in the physical environments.

Finally, through IVR, people (e.g., citizens, buildings users) could be involved in
the planning process (of lighting systems, shading systems, as well as control systems or
strategies), asking them to select the preferred design solution (participatory design) or
express a judgment about a design solution (to evaluate its social impact).

Future investigations based on the use of IVR for lighting should face the current
limitations to overcome the gaps between the IVR environments and the physical one
or identify the limits of this technology and the application fields. At the same time,
the limitations call for the definition of a standardized methodology to harmonize the
experimental design and statistical analysis of data.
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8. Conclusions

One of the most promising technological advancements for creating lighting designs
that meet users’ needs and industry standards is immersive virtual reality. If less-expensive
and time-consuming inquiry methods, such as virtual reality, can make individuals ex-
perience stimuli that are similar to those in reality, it will be easier to analyze different
light conditions and determine which ones are ideal from a human perspective. In this
scenario, subjective assessments are the most effective method to evaluate the accuracy of
the virtual models.

This paper includes a review of the literature on research using IVR to investigate
lighting and daylighting preferences and performance through subjective evaluations,
mainly focused on environmental and psychological aspects, as well as the tests, methods,
and surveys used.

The review results underline three main types of research performed with IVR, namely:
(i) to evaluate the accuracy of virtual models in reproducing physical lit environment; (ii)
to investigate people’s preferences comparing various light scenarios, and (iii) to assess
users’ lighting preferences analyzing interaction with lighting and/or shading systems.
Review results highlight that:

• Participants’ age ranges from 21 and 33 years;
• Most experiments are planned according to the within-subject design, involving

between 20 and 29 participants, and considering office-like spaces;
• The participants’ number is chosen to ensure statistical power of not less than 0.8,

whatever the research type is, as well as an effect size in the range of 0.25 to 0.28 for
DSC, and greater than 0.50 for VPC and HII;

• The most-investigated factors are the sense of presence, pleasantness, and lighting
preferences in VPC, DSC, and HII research, respectively;

• The most used statistical tests are the mean and standard deviation values, Friedman’s
ANOVA, and chi-squared test in VPC, DSC, and HII research, respectively.

At the same time, the review highlights a lack of standardization in the methods used
for data analysis and subjective evaluations, making the comparison of the findings from
various studies challenging. Finally, the review suggests gaps and proposals for future
research to understand the boundaries of and use of the IVR for lighting, such as:

• Standardized procedures for experimental design and data analysis should be defined;
• Older and younger participants should be involved in tests;
• Sample size should be increased to reach higher power of the statistical analysis;
• The effectiveness of IVR in simulating lit scenarios should be evaluated for different

types of space, as well as outdoors;
• The effects of walking and background stimuli on people’s perception of IVR scenarios

should be deeply investigated.
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